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1'0 (1N 'IllibU/Ilr [l nut” coll/earn.

extend vertically through the side beams and

Be it known that I, SPENCER l5. CARTER, a carry nuts‘ 9 that serve to draw the eyes of
citizen of the United States, residing at Eliza the bolts so as to clamp the beams and center
60
beth City, in the county of Pasquotank and cross bar firmly together.
The ends of the front cross bar 4. project
State of North Carolina, have invented a new
and useful Plow, of which the following is a beyond the side beams and they are provided

IO

speci?cation.

with a plurality of perforations by which the

This invention relates to a plow designed
to be used for scraping, billing, and similar
work, and it has for its principal object to
provide a plow of simple and improved con
struction, which permits of a large variety of

front ends of the runners 10 may be connect~
ed to the front cross bar at different distances 65

adjustments to be made with facility, so as to

apart, the apertures serving to receive the
bolts 11..

The rear ends of the runners are

attached to a longitudinally movable bar 12

extending transversely under the side beam.

enlarge the field of usefulness of this class of The ends of this bar 12 are also-provided
with a plurality of apertures 13 for receiving
devices.
With this object in view, and others, as will the bolts 1-1 by which the rear ends of the
appear as the nature of the invention is bet

runners can be adjusted so as to preserve

ter understood, the invention comprises the parallelism between the runners. The cen
novel features of construction and arrange

tral part of the under cross bar 12 is arched, 75

ment of parts, hereinafter fully described and as indicated at~15,_ so as to bear on the bot
set forth with particularity in the claims ap

pended hereto.
In the‘ accompanying drawing, which illus
trates one of the embodiments of the inven
25 tion, Figure 1 is a perspective view of the

tom of the draft beam 1, the bar being sup
ported by means of a plate 16. The plate 16

is held in place on the center beam by the
bolt 17, and it preferably takes the form of a

spring for yieldingly clamping the under bar

plow. Fig. 2 is a transverse section of the 12 against the center beam, while at the
plow taken adjacent the rear end of the draft same time permitting of the under bar being
beam thereof to show the means for adjust laterally adjusted with respect to the center
it will thus be seen that the runners 85

ing the blade carrying beams and the run

beam.

ners. Fig. 3 is a detail plan view of the
means for permitting the draft beam to be
adjusted for operating the plow with one or
two horses. Fig. at is a sectional view through.
one of the plow blades.

are supported independently of the side
beams 2 and are capable of pivoting on their
front ends simultaneously, the under cross

bar 12 serving to maintain the parallelism
between them.
The handles 18 for guiding the movement
Corresponding
parts
in
the
several
figures
35
are indicated throughout by similar charac of the plow are secured at their front ends to
ters of reference.

the front cross bar it, one of the handles being

Referring to the drawing, 1 designates the secured by one of the bolts 5 and the other by
draft beam and 2 the side beams of a plow,
the latter beams carrying at thei r rear ends

the bolt 19.

The handles are secured in

fixed position bythebraces 20 and 21 that

the plow blades 3. The front ends of the are bolted to the center cross bar 7 so that
side beams are connected and suitably spaced the handles, front and center cross bars 4 and
apart by a cross bar 4, the connections being 7, and center beam 1 form a rigidly con
effected by bolts 5 that serve as pivots on structed frame for carrying the simultane
45 which the side beams are capable of a slight ously adjustable runners and independci'itly
angular adjustment. At a point close to the adjustable blade carrying beams.
The center beam 1. is adapted to be adjust
middle of the side beams is a second cross bar
7 to the center of ‘which the rear end of the
center, or draft beam, 1 is bolted. On oppo
site sides of the center beam, the center cross.

ably connected with the front cross bar so as
to occupy a central position or an angular 105

position, in order to effect the proper draft
when the plow is drawn with one or two
respectively about the two bolts 5 on which horses. For this purpose, the cross beam 4.

bar 7 is bent on two arcs that are described

the side beams have a slight angular adj ust
ment. The beams are guided and adjusted
55 along the curved portions of the center cross
bar 7 by means of eye bolts 8 ‘whose shanks

I00

is provided with a central aperture, indi
cated at 22, and a second aperture, indicated
at 23, located in an are described about the

bolt 24 attaching the rear end of the center

2

beam to the cross bar 7. Extending through ceiving the rivets 33, and the ends of the
the center beam is a bolt 25 which is adapted brace are rigidly secured to the blade by
to enter either one of the openings 22 or 23 to rivets 38. This construction considerably
secure the draft beam in either a central or

strengthens the blade so that it can pass over '

angular position, as shown respectively by stumps, stones, roots, etc. with less liability
dotted and full lines in Fig. 3. “Then in of being damaged, and furthermore, the

70

either position, the beam is braced by the blade is securely attached to its sheth so that
link 26 bolted at one end to the beam and at it cannot be easily torn loose.
the opposite end to the bar 4 by a bolt 27 ex
From. the foregoing description, taken in

IO
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tending through one or the other of the open connection with the accompanying drawing,
ings 22 or 23 depending upon the set of the the various advantages of the construction 75
center beam.
and methods of adjustment and operation
The rear ends of the side beams are slit in will be readily appreciated by those skilled in
a vertical plane, as indicated at 28 to form the art to which the invention appertains.

clamping jaws for holding the upper ends of
the sheths 29, the' latter passing through
vertical perforations lying in the plane of
the slits. This arrangement permits of the
sheths being adjusted vertically or angularly

I have described the principle of operation
of the invention, together with the apparatus
which I now consider to be the best embodi

ment thereof, but I desire’ to have it under

stood that the apparatus shown is merely

so as to vary the depth of penetration of the illustrative, and that various changes may be
blades or their angular set with respect to the resorted to, when desired, as are within the 85
line of travel. The sheths are clamped in scope of the invention.

position by the bolts 30, or equivalent de

vices. The rear end of one of the side beams
25 is slit inwardly to a greater distance than the
slit in the other and is provided with two or
more perforations 31, so as to permit one
blade to be set in advance of the other, or

both opposite each other, as desired, accord

“That is claimed is z~

,

1. A plow comprising a frame, a plurality
of runners, pivots connecting the front ends
of the runners with the frame, and means in

dependent of the frame and connected with
the rear ends of the runners for holding the
latter a fixed distance apart.

'

ing to the work to be done. The blades may
2. A plow comprising a frame, a plurality
be rigidly attached to the sheths, in which of runners connected at their front ends with 95
case different sets of blades would be re the frame, a slidable bar guided on the frame,
quired for scraping, hilling and other opera and means for connecting the rear ends of the
tions. I prefer, however, to ,employ a con runners to the said bar.
35 struction whereby the blades may be adjust
3. A plow consisting of a draft beam, a I00
able on the sheths. For this purpose, each blade carrying beam pivotally mounted with
blade 3 is pivoted to the lower end of its re respect thereto, and a runner adjustable lat

spective sheth by means of the pivot 33, and erally and pivotally ‘with respect to the draft
at a suitable distance therefrom are several beam and independently of the blade carry

40

spaced apertures‘ 32 arranged in an arc ing beam.
'
r05
struck from the pivot for receiving a bolt
e. A plow comprising a draft beam, two
or equivalent device 34, which bolt passes independently adjustable blade carrying
through an eye in the sheth and prevents the beams disposed on opposite sides thereof, a
blade from turning on its pivot. By this transversely extending member to which the

+5 means the blade can be adjusted so that its

beams are attached, a plurality of runners

lower edge will be horizontal for adapting having laterally extending apertured ends,
the plow for scraping, or will be at an angle bolts for adjustably connecting the front
to the horizontal for adapting the plow for apertured ends of the runners to the said

,
.
member, a second transverse member having
By preference the blades 3 are made of apertnred ends, and bolts adjustably con

hilling.

sheet metal of such a thickness as to enable

the blades to maintain their sharpness, there

by doing away with the necessity of taking

necting the rear ends of the runners to the

apertured ends of the second member.

5. A plow comprising a frame, pivotally
mounted blade carrying beams, runners dis
55 sharpening or drawing out, as is require d posed in front of the latter and adjustably
_ the blades to a smith from time to time for

with blades in common use.

In order to add

connected at their front ends on the frame, a

rigidity to the blades each is provided with a transverse bar movably mounted on the
brace 35 arranged 011 the back side of the frame, a resilient member on the frame ar
blade in an approximately diagonal line. As ranged in frictional engagement with the
shown in Fig. 4 the brace is arched or bowed bar, and means for aid j ustably connecting the
I25
rearwardly at its middle portion 36>so as to rear ends of the runner to the bar.
be spaced apart from the rear surface of the
6. A plow comprising a frame composed of
blade to receive between it and the latter the two transverse bars and a draft beam rigidly
lower end of the sheth. At the middle of the connected thereto, plow carrying beams piv

65 arched portion 36 is an aperture 37 for re

oted at their front ends on the frame, run

851,729
ners pivoted at their front ends on the frame

S

10. A plow comprising a front cross bar

and adjustably connected therewith, and a having a plurality of perforations at its ends,

member which is transversely movable with

a cross bar located at the rear thereof having >

respect to the frame for supporting the rear arc-shaped portions, blade carrying beams
ends of the runners.

; pivoted to the front cross bar at the centers 45

7. A plow comprising a frame, a plurality of the said arc-shaped portions, means for
of'parallel runners, pivots on the front end of adjnstably comiiecting the beams to said por
,the frame for connecting the front ends of the tions, a third cross bar having perforations in
runners to the latter and adjustable toward its ends, runners, and devices engaging in the

Go or away from each other to vary the distance said perforatiol'ls for adjrstably connecting
between the runners, a bar rigidly and ad
justably connected with the rear ends of the
runners to hold the latter a fixed distance

the runners to the last mentioned bar and
front bar.
11. A plow comprising a draft beam, a

50

apart and to permit the runners to swing plurality of blade carrying beams, a plurality
simultaneously on their pivots, and means of runners pivoted at their front ends in fixed
for supporting the bar on the frame for move relation to the draft beam, a cross bar to
ment thereon.

'

which the rear ends of the runners are at

8. A plowcomprising a frame composed of tached, and means for nxovably supporting
two spaced transverse bars and a draft beam the bar on the draft beam.

rigidly connected thereto, blade carrying
beams pivoted at their front ends to one of

the bars, means for ii'idependently adjrsting

12. A plow comprising two spaced trans
verse bars, a draft beam, means for ad jrsting
the beam on the bars blade carrying beams

the latter beams to move the rear ends there

connected with the bars, handles connected
of toward or away from each other, a phi with one of the transverse bars, and braces
rality of runners which are adjustable toward between the other transverse bar and the
or from each other, and a member guided by handles.
the frame for permitting the runners to be
13. A plow comprising two spaced trans
.moved simultaneously.
verse bars, a draft beam rigidly and adjust—
9. A plow comprising a front cross bar, a
30 cross bar located at the rear thereof and hav

ably connected thereto, a plurality of blade
carrying beams adjnstably connected. to the

ing arc-shaped portions,blade carrying beams bars, runners adjustable with respect to the

pivoted to the front cross bar at the centers bars, and handles connected with the bars
of the arc-shaped portion of the rear bar, eye independently of the. beams.
bolts on the beams which adjiistably engage
ln testimony that I claim the foregoing as
the said arc-shaped portions, a ]l)l'urality of my own, I have hereto allixed my signature
runners pivotally mounted on the front bar, in the presence of two witnesses.
and a member connected with the ends of the
SPENCER B. CARTER.
runners opposite from the pivots thereof for
Witnesses:
connecting the runners together and holding
J. (J. Srnnon,
them a fixed distance apart.
J. T. SPENCE.
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